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SUMMARY PAGE

THE PROBLEM

"-ýA large variety of microwave producing devices are used in contemporary
naval communications and weapons systems. Public and scientific concern
about potential biological effects of microwave irradiation such as produced
by these various devices requires documentation of such effects. Currently,
the only well documented direct effect of microwaves Is heating of the
exposed organism. The present report is of a series of studies whose aim
was to explore several microwave frequencies and their effect on performance
and simultaneously to Investigate the relationship to core heating in the
exposed onimals. Three different sized species of animals were used so
that generalization to larger animals could be made.

FINDINGS

Rats, squirrel monkeys, and rhesus monkeys showed consistent effects
of 60-minute exposures to microwaves when their body temperatures were
increased at least I 0C dbove baseline temperatures. Performance was not
reliably affected when body temperatures remained below this level.
Greater Intensities of microwaves were required to Influence the animals'
temperature and behavior as the animal size increased. A direct relation-
ship between frequency and power density was observed In the rhesus monkey;
e. g., as the frequency of the microwaves Increased, the power density
needed to affect behavior and temperature also increased,,
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I NTRODUCT I ON

Several years ago research on the behavioral effects of microwave
exposure was Initiated in our laboratory. In the original work (2) rhesus
monkeys were used because their thermoregulatary responses (11, 20) are
similar to man's and because few investigators in this research area had
studied the responses of primates. The overriding Interest in using
primates was caused by attempts to generalize data derived from animal
research to man. As our research effort continued it became obvious that
animals of different sizes exposed to different microwave frequencies would
need to be examined If generalizations regarding larger animals were to be
drawn, This realization resulted in selecting rats and squirrel monkeys and
using three different microwave frequencies, all above the resonant frequency
for these animals. The microwave frequencies, 1.3, 2.45, and 5.7 GHz, were
chosen primarily because of availability and secondarily because they
represented frequencies In use by the Navy.

Another key aspect of the program has been to choose a beha'ioral task
on which all three species could be trained and that would gene'alize to
human behavior without serious qualifications. An observing response task
was chosen wherein an -,iimal engages In operant behavior and obtains positive
reinforcement (8). The task Is similar to vigilance behavior and requires
the sustained attention of the animal. For various reasons some of this
work has utIized data from animals on other operant tasks (16, 19), but
the primary data hive been taken from a series of experiments measuring
observing-response performance (2, 3, 5).

Tue behavioral literature reveals no unique behavior associated with
microwaves other than the auditory phenomenon (7). Thus, the present
approach has attempted to examine changes In operant behavior as a conse-
quence of exposure to m~crowaves. Disruption of ongoing behavior is the
effect on which this study was focused because it Is the effect most
commonly reported In the literature (10). Disruption of stable performance
baselines typically is seen as a decreased rate of responding, althoigh an
Increase In response rate has also been observed as a consequence of micro-
wave Irradiation (3). The present stud;As were not designed to evaluate
an animal's detection of the nlcrowa',es nor were reinforcement contingencies
associated with the presence of microwaves. Instead, the studies were
designed to establish the lowest power density of microwaves that would
disrupt ongoing behavior. On the observing-response task reinforcement was
scheduled so that response-rate changes normally did not Increase or decrease
Its frequency; that is, either random Interval or variable Interval schedules
of reinforcement were used (1).

The approach Is one of seeing how well an operant response can be
maintained when the animal is confronted with a biophysical agent as
pervasive as microwaves. This approach demonstrated that a well-controlled
operant response was unassailable or Immune to microwave disruption as long
as thý. animal's body temperature did not rise at least I *Celsius above its
baseline level.
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PROCEDURE

SUBJECTS

The subjects were rats either of the Long Evans strain (5) or the
Sprague-Dawley strain (19) obtained from the Charles River Colonies;
squirrel monkeys, Saimirl sciureus, obtained from Columbia, South America;
and rnesus monkeys, Macaca mulatta, produced In our own breeding colony.
All of the subjects were males. The average body masses of the animals were
300-400 g for rats, 700 g for squirrel monkeys, and 4.7-5.1 kg for the
rhesus.

All of the subjects were trained while food deprived and maintained at
approximateiy 85 to 95% of their free-feeding body mass. In the long-
duration studies with the rhesus the animals were periodically placed on
free-feeding schedules for several weeks to establish new iO0% free-feeding
va l ues.

APPARATUS

The microwave exposures typically occurred In chambers anechoic to the
mic.rowave energy. The chambers d!ffered only in basic dimensions that
depended upon the direction and frequency of the irradiation. A schematic
of a chamber Instrumented for a rat experiment Is Illustrated In Figure 1.
The chambers have been previously described in detail in the various exper-
iments providing material for the present report (2, 5, 19). In brief,
each chamber was constructed of copper-faced wood and lined wlth microwave
radiation absorber. The chambers were cooled with air conditioners and
ventilation fans, and each was equipped with a closed circuit television
camera and a whIte-noise auditory masking source of approximately 75 dB
SPL. Equipment for presenting either visual or auditory stimuli was located
in the chambers along with transducers for recording ambient relative
humidity and temperature.

Various military and commercial radar sets were used to gcnerate the
microwaves at three different frequencio-s. 1.3, 2.45, and 5.7 GHz. The
frequency of 5.7 GHz is an average value based upon the 5.62-GHz microwaves
used for Irradiating the rats and squirrel monkeys and the 5.8-GHz micro-
waves used in the rhesus ionkey experiment. Incident power density and its
distribution in the chamber were determined In each experiment in the
absence of the subject, and the value measured at the loc"'tion of the
center of an animal's head was the value referred to as the power density
to which the animal was exposed.

All of the experiments used Styrofoam restraint devices In the form of
either a chair (17) or as an operant conditioning box (19). Manipulanda
and food apertures were placed in one wall of these devices. The primate
chairs allowed continuous monitoring of the colonic temperatures of the
monkeys. Reference air temperature probes, external to the an!mals, were
located near the colonic probes.

Colonic temperatures were not obtained from the rats used it, these
experiments but from animals of the same size and strain that had been

2
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Figure 1

Diagram of an exposure chamber in which experimen~ts at 5.6 to 5.8 GHz
were conducted.

previously exposed in the same or sm~ilar chambers (9, 13). No colonic
temperature data were available on rats exposed at 1.3 or 5.7 GHz. An
estimate of the temperatures of rats exposed to 1.3 GHz was obtained from
dosimetry data of de Lorge and Ezell (5) and a study by Merritt et al. (15)
that used smaller rats at 1.6 G~iz.

METHOD

The gene~ral approach of the entire study is summnarized in Table I. Atthe left side of the table are indlcated the three subject groups and at i
S~the top are the three microwave frequencies. The P refers to pulsed'; ~en•gy and CW refers to continuous wave. Thle operant task is shown in eachS~cell as either an observing response with two levers, 61; a fixed IntervalS• schedule with one lever, 82; or a repeated acq:Isition task with three• /i levers, 63. The upper-case T indicates that colonic temperature was contin-'S~uously measured during the behavioral sessions and the lower-case t indicates

'q that the colonic temperature was estiriated. The orientation of the long
I axis of the subject to the electric filed vector of the plane wave is
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TABLE I

Characteristics of Contributing Experiments

MICROWAVE FREQUENCYa

Subject 1.3, P 2.45, CW 5.7, P

RAT B1 t B2 t B1

X+Y, lateral X+Y, dorsal X+Y, lateral

SS B1 T B3 T

SZ+Y, dorsal Y, frontal

RH B1 T B1 T BI T!1

Y, Frontal Y, frontal Y, frontal

a Symbol Identification:

B1- Observing Response

B2- Fixed Interval

B3 -, Repeated Acquisition

X,Y,Z- Long Axis Orientation to E Field

T- Colonic Temperature Measured

t- Colonic Temperature Estimated

P,- Pulsed

S.W- Continuous Wave
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denoted by X, Y, and Z and whether the animal is facing the horn, frontal;
below the horn, dorsal; or has its right side towards the horn, !ateral.

Several variations in approach are evident in the Table I matrix.
Squirrel monkeys were not irradiated at 1.3 GHz and all exposures were not
orientated to the same polarization. Nevertheless, it will be shown that
the distinctiveness and general lack of ambiguity in the overall results of
these experiments question the relevance of these inconsistencies.

The specific procedure ;n each of these experiments was to train an
animal on an operant task. The operant task most frequently used was an
observing-response task; details of the procedure are provided in the
experiment by de Lorge and Ezell (5). Details of the fixed-interval
schedule experiment are found in Sanza and de Lorge (19), and similar
information regarding the repeated acquisition task is found in Nelson (16)
and de Lorge (4). Most of the daily food allotmelt was obtained during
experimental sessions, and no water was available during the session.

The primary method of monitoring performance was with cumulative
response recording. Response rate was the major index of performance,
although other measures such as reaction time, errors of omission and
commission, post-reinforcement pause, and response latency were also
obtained. After within-session and between-session stable performance had
developed (as determined by response-rate equivalency) the animal was
exposed to the microwave field while performing the task. Typically, sham-
exposure sessions (all of the radar equipment energized except the magnetron)
preceded and followed exposure sessions by one day except that Friday
sessions we.re followed by two days of no sessions and a sham-exposure
session on Monday. With very few exceptions, each subject was exposed at
least three times to each power density in every experiment and three to
eight subjects participated In each Rxperiment. The animals were trained
on a spec~fic operant task to manipulate one or more levers to obtain food.
Exposure sessions were from 40 to 60 minutes. A power density threshold
was determined by assessing the level where stable performance was disrupted.
Disruption was most often seen as a response rate decrement. Simultaneously,
In those studies where colonic temperature was measured, a body temperature
was determined corresponding to the behavioral disruption threshold.

RESULTS

The response rate decrement as a consequence of microwave exposure Is
Illustrated In Figure 2. Thl.• figure contains examples of cumulative
observing-response records for a rat (R9) exposed at 5.62 GHz to power
densities ranging from 0 to 48.5 mW/cm2 (5).

Only selected power densities are shown in the figure because of space
limitations. The numbers at the upper left of each record denote the power
density (mW/cm 2 ) and C denotes a sham or control session. Each recording
Is from an entire 40-minute session, and each record foi an exposure
session Is preceded by the sham session record. Sessions begin at the left
with time Increasing to the right. Each observing-response steps the
reco-d upwards. Hash marks on the response lines indicate the occurrence
of a food lever response and hence reinforcement. The response pen resets
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after 280 responses or at the end of a session. At 26 ni4/cm2 this record
(in Figure 2) shows a light rate difference in the latter part of thesession, at 31.5 mW/cm a larger rate-change with extensive pauses, and at42 mW/cm2 t'e rate change was greater and the pauses longer. These effectsare typical of those observed throughout the study with all of the animalsat all frequencies although exceptions did occur as Illustrated In the
behavior of a squirrel monkey In one experiment (3).

E C C

11.5 31.5

I /

C
C

26
42

A I

40 MINUTES 

J
Figure 2

Cuaiulative records of observing-responses for a rat (R9) for sham (C)and exposure at 5.62 GHz. Power densities are indicated at the upper leftof each record. An exposure session followed the sham session immedi-ately
above it, Responses are. shown on the left and time is indicated at the
bottom.
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A simlilr record of observing-responses is shown in Figure 3 for a
squirrel monkey. In addition, the colonic temperature of this animal Is
shown for the same exposure session (bottom record) as denoted on the left.
Time is indicated at the bottom In consecutive minutes. The horizontal
line below the cumulative response record indicates when the food available
signal was present. In -this experiment (3) the microwave exposure began 30minutes (first arrow) into the session and lasted for 1 hour (second
arrow). A slight rise In temperature occurred during the initial half hour
followed by a more rapid rise during the exposure period. A decrement in
response rate gradually developed during the microwave exposure. Several
pauses occurred as irradiation continued and temperature increased. At the
termination of irradiation the monkey stopped responding for several
minutes and then gradually resumed pre-irradiation response rates. The
rapid fall in colonic temperature after the microwaves were removed and the
other characteristics of temperature and response changes weie typical of
this and similar experiments in the present report.

EXPOSURE PERIOD

+4

42- 26

41-

40
3 9 .- .'- . ." . . . . ." .- . . . . . . . . . .. ,6 ,ý 2

12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120

CONSECUTIVE MINUTES

Figure 3

A cumulative record of observing-responses and rectal temperature fora squirrel monkey (26) exposed to 2.45 GHz microwpves. The response record
Is above and the temperature record is below. Irradiation began at 30
minutes and ended at 90 minutes as. denoted by the arrows.

The cumulative records provided an excellent method of assessing a
microwave effect In action, but a quantitative assessment of this effectwas achieved by comparing response rates in sham sessions with response
rates during exposure sessions. An example of these ratios is illustrated

V in Figure 4 which summarizes the results of experiments on five rhesus
morkeys exposed to 1.3 GHz microwaves during 1-hour observng-response
sessions. The circles indicate the mean ratio as shown on t;,e left and
each mean is bracketed by the standard error of the mean. The horizontal
line at a ratio of 1.0 denotes the same response rates during sham and
exposure sessions. No large differencis in responding at the various power
densities were observed below 63 mW/cm . The slight Increase at 45 mW/cm2
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was caused by an exceptionally high rate of responding by one animal.
Omission of that animal's data produces a mean ratio of [.01 and P corre-
sponding smaller standard error. Ordinarily the decrement in responsc rate
was corrilated with increases in po\'er density. An absolute threshold of
56 mW/cm was chosen here. Similar graphs were plotted for all of the
experiments, and thresholds were determined by choosing a level midway
between the power density where an obvious effect was reliably observed and
the one where no effect was seen.

X±SEm OVERALL OBSERVING-RIESPONSE RATE

rC

1.2

1.1

LU\
CJ

SI-

20 3'0 40 50 60 7U 80 90

POWER DENSITY OnW/cml)

Figure 4

Observing-response rate plotted as a ratio of irradiated session means
to sham (control) session means (including standard error of these ratios).
Each point represents the mean of five animals (except at 93 mW/cm2) when
n=4).

+: The body temperature of the animals as Indexed by colonic temperature
• is shown in Figure 5. A linear regression was calculated with these

z2

temperature data and 42 mW/cm2 was estimated to be the power dersity at
"-'/ ~which a I OC body tempera•ture increase above base iIne would occur.
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X±SEm COLONIC TEMPERATURFE CHANGE

"• 2.0-

0 1.5 - -

.0

1.0 -

lI,- -

20 30 50 50 60 70 80 90

POWER DENSITY (mW/cm 2 )

Figure 5

The mean AT in rectal temperature of five rhesus monkeys (n=4 at 93
mW/cm2 ) exposed to microwaves at 1.3-GHz for 60 minutes. The rectal
temperatures of the preceding sham session for each monkey served as a
base line at each power density.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

After analyzing the empirical records to deteri-, ne the power density
thresholds necessary to produce a significant change in behavior, these
data were used to generate three families of curve sets that show relation-
ships among microwave field parameters and various anatomical indices. The
first set Is shown In Figure 6 which plots the behavioral thresholds as a
function of body mass. Mass is plotted on the abscissa on a logarithmic
scale and each curve corresponds t2 a specific microwave frequency. The
ordinate Is power density in mW/cmL at threshold. The three points corre-
sponding to the heavier animals, the rhesus monkeys, are grouped at the
right, the three data points derived from rats are at the left, and the two
data points derived from squirrel monkeys are at the center of the figure.
The plotted values are the means for all animals in the same species that
were used to establish the thresholds. It is apparent that an increase in
power density sufficient to cause an effect occurs as the microwave frequency
and body mass Increase. The relative Increase in threshold power density
at the high frequency for the rheslus is about the same as that for the
other animals except that 2.45 GHz is the frequency requiring the most
energy for an effect itn the smaller animals.

9
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E
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BODY MASS (kg)
Figure 6

The thresholds of behavioral disruption on operant tasks for different
sized animals as a function of power density (ordinate) and bocy mass
(abscissa). The body mass is plotted on a logarithmic scale a~d the differ-
ent curves correspond to different frequencies as shown in the upper left.

An animal's ability tu generate or maintain body heat is often given
as specific metabolic rate r," metabolic heat production per unit body mass;
therefore, the curves of Figure 6 might provide a basis for extrapolation
to other sized animals and thus predict power densities where similar
behavior would be disrupted. However, it is also likely that an animal's
body surface area would be an important index for extrapolation. Body mass
and body surface area are directly correlated (14) and curves based on one
resemble curves based on the other. The same is true of body length and
body mass (12). For example, in Figure 7 the same behavioral thresholds of
power density that were previously shown are now plotted as a function of
one half of the body surface area of the animals. This measure was used as
a liberal estimate u the surface exposed to the microwave field.
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F.igure 7

The thresholds of behavioral disruption on operant tasks at three
frequencies shown as a function of estimated exposed body surface area
(abscissa).

Instead of whole-body energy absorption as a predictive index of an
animal's reaction to microwave irradiation, one might consider local
energy absorption in specific anatoxnical structures. For example, the
three species of animals in the present study all have different sized
cranial cavities that may have unique relationships to the wavelengths of
the three different microwave frequenciqs. In ;igure 8 the behavioral
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thresholds shown in previous figures are illustrated as a function of the
anterior-posterior length of the cranial cavity for a representative
animal of each group of subjects. With the exception of the rhesus monkey
at 5.7 Gtz, this particular relat'onshlp Is more linear than the previous
relationships and might be a better index for predicting behavioral effects
in animals with cranial cavities smaller than that of the rhesus.

1.

140

120" 0- 5.7 GHz

t- 2.45 G3Hz

" 100-0 -0 1.3 0Hz

• 60-

0
CL 240-

0

••' I1"20-

0 20 40 60 8o

ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR CRANIAL DIAMETER (Mm)

Figure 8

The thresholds of behavioral disruption at three frequencies shown as
a function of the anterior-posterior cranial cavity diameter (abscissa).
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Similar correlations to those shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8 could be
constructed by using power density levels required for a I 0C colonic
temperature rise instead of the behavior disruption thresholds. The
coincideAnce between these relationships Is strikingly Illustrated in
Figure 9. This figur'e shows the power density required for a 1 *C change
In temperature and the power density threshold for a behavioral change,
both plotted as a function of microwave frequency. Each group of subjects
is represented by a set of connected lines. The triangles denote the
levels where temperature increases of I 'C occurred and the circles repre-
sent the levels where behavior was affected. Several conclusions can be
drawn from Figure 9. The smaller the animal the greater the relative
effect at a]; frequencies, although this is only a guess for the squirrel
monkey at 1.3 GHz. Behavioral changes will probably occur with the +1 *C
colonic temperature change or at slightly higher temperature changes in the
rhesus monkey. As the animal size increases, higher power densities are
required to affect either behavior or colonic temperature at the chosen
frequencies. At the frequency of whole-body resonance it Is expected that
all of these animals will display greater sensitivity. It Is also possible
that some of these values for the squirrel monkeys and rats differ more
because of body orientation with respect to the microwave fiek, vectors
than from the change in wavelength. For example, lateral irradiation of
the rat may deposit more energy than dorsal Irradiation at 2.45 GHz, and
frontal Irradiation of the sittlng squirrel monkey may deposit more energy
than dorsal Irradiation at the same frequency.

In contrast to the relationships of earlier figures, Figure 9 suggests
that data obtained from one animal species do not lend themselves very well
to generalizations about other species. The results of the rat studies
might lead one to draw completely different conclusions than those derived
from the rhesus data. Only with several different species at very different
body sizes as In the present study can one begin to gain a realistic assess-
ment of microwave effects.

The general shape of these curves might be predicted from the specific
absorption rate curves for these animals as described in Durney et al. (6).
One major exception to this was the high power required at 5.8 GHz for the
rhesus monkey. Much less power to produce effects at this frequency was
predicted. The cause of this exception may lie In the fact that, at this
frequency, it was necessary to position the animal at about 60 percent of
the far-field distance from the horn to achieve high power densities in the
area of the animal's head. This proximity to the horn resulted in a highly
nonuniform distribution of power density across the ventral surface of the
animal.

Specific absorption rates (SAR) calculated or measured in saline
models at the various threshold values for different species showed no
consistencies except at 2.45 GHz. At this frequency the SARs tsnded to
average between 4 and 5 W/kg. The rat at 5.7 GHz and the rhesus at 1.3 GHz
also absorbed between Is and 5 W/kg at the behavioral thresholds. However,
the squirrel and rhesus monkeys at 5.7 GHz absorbed higher levels of
energy and the rat at 1.3 GHz absorbed less energy. Consequently, whole
body estimates of energy absorption may not be the best data for predicting

13
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F!gure 9

Thresholds (AL) of behaviorai disruption of an operant task and of a
* 0C temperature increase above baseline for three different sized animals

as a function of power density (ordinate) and frequency (c.scissa).

behavioral effects across frequencies. Other aspects of microwave absorption
such as distribution or local resonance might be more consistent parameters
for predicting behavioral effects. Although the correlation between behav-
ioral change and a I 0C temperature rise is very usefil for estimating
disruption of behavior, the argument that the response is caused merely by
a core temperature change Is not very convincing. As Indicated In Figure 8
the causa, agent could be energy deposition In the brain or head area.

it might be that at certain frequencies surface irradiation literally
causes the animal to move away from a location so that another surface Is
illuminateo or causes It to become less active and reduce metabolic rate

14
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(18). Such responses, compatible with reduced energy capture but Incom-
patible with ongoing responding, could explain the results of several
studies using both restrained and unrestrained animals. In addltion, other
characteristics of microwaves such as no,,'el stimulation, affective tone,
auditory stimulation, and even the body temperature decrease that occuJrs
with the removal of microwave IrraOlation, should not be dismissed.

Our experiments raise only questions relating to the behavloral
effects of microwaves at frequencies above resonance for these specific
animals. A different set of relationships may exist at resonant and below
resonant frequencies although this Investigator would hazard a guess thot
the power density threshold would continue to decrease for all three animal
sizes at resonant frequencies and then increase again at frequencies below
resonance. The utility of any of the specific relationships, e.g., that In
Figure 8, at any range of frequencies will have to be empirically determined.
To help resolve the Issue a study should be conducted with a slagle behav-
loral task In a species of animals where a large variation In body size
occurs in adults of that species (the canine, for example). Microwave
parameters could be determined that would allow a representative series of
wavelengths below resonance, at resonance, and above reson&nce for each
body size. Holding .•onstant the species variable while allowing body and
brain sizes to vary should provide definitive answers to many questions
elicited by the presernt study.

15
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